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ARITHMETIC MODELS FOR SHIMURA VARIETIES
G

P

Abstract
We describe recent work on the construction of well-behaved arithmetic models
for large classes of Shimura varieties and report on progress in the study of these
models.

Introduction
Before the term became standard, certain “Shimura varieties” such as modular curves,
Hilbert-Blumenthal varieties, and Siegel modular varieties, were already playing an important role in number theory. Indeed, these are, respectively, quotients of the domains
on which modular, Hilbert, and Siegel modular forms, are defined. In a series of groundbreaking works Shimura [1964, 1970], Shimura initiated the arithmetic study of general
quotients ΓnH of a hermitian symmetric domain H by the action of a discrete congruence
arithmetic group Γ of holomorphic automorphisms of H . Such quotients are complex algebraic varieties and Shimura used the theory of moduli and of complex multiplication
of abelian varieties to construct canonical models over explicit number fields for many of
them.
Deligne reformulated and generalized Shimura’s theory and emphasized the group and
motivic theoretic source of the constructions (Deligne [1971, 1979] and Deligne, Milne,
Ogus, and Shih [1982]). In Deligne’s elegant definition, one starts with a pair (G; X ) of a
connected reductive algebraic group G defined over the rational numbers Q and a G(R)conjugacy class X = fhg of an algebraic group homomorphism h : S ! G ˝Q R. Here,
S = ResC/R (Gm ) is the algebraic torus over R whose real points are the group C  . When
the pair (G; X ) satisfies Deligne’s conditions (Deligne [1979, (2.1.1.1)-(2.1.1.3)]), we say
that (G; X ) is a Shimura datum. These conditions imply that each connected component
Partially supported by NSF grants DMS-1360733 and DMS-1701619.
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X + of X is naturally a hermitian symmetric domain. The Shimura varieties ShK (G; X )
are then the quotients
ShK (G; X ) = G(Q)nX  (G(Af )/K)
for K an open compact subgroup of the finite adelic points G(Af ) of G. Here, G(Q) acts
diagonally on X  (G(Af )/K), with the action on X given by G(Q)  G(R) followed
by conjugation, and on G(Af )/K by G(Q)  G(Af ) followed by left translation. Such
a quotient is the disjoint union of a finite number of quotients of the form ΓnX + , where
Γ are discrete congruence arithmetic groups. Hence, ShK (G; X ) has a natural complex
analytic structure induced from that on X. In fact, by work of Baily and Borel, there is a
quasi-projective complex algebraic structure on ShK (G; X ). Following the original work
of Shimura and others, the existence of canonical models of ShK (G; X ) over a number
field (the “reflex field” E = E(G; X )) was shown in all generality by Borovoĭ [1987] and
Milne (see Milne [1990] and the references there).
Many of the applications of Shimura varieties in number theory depend on understanding models of them over the ring of integers OE of the reflex field, or over localizations
and completions of OE . Indeed, perhaps the main application of Shimura varieties is to
Langlands’ program to associate Galois representations to automorphic representations. A
related goal is to express the Hasse-Weil zeta functions of Shimura varieties as a product
of automorphic L-functions.
After some earlier work by Eichler, Shimura, Sato and Ihara, a general plan for realizing
this goal was given by Langlands, first for the local factor of the zeta function at a prime of
good (i.e. smooth) reduction.1 Langlands suggested expressing the numbers of points over
finite fields of an integral model in terms of orbital integrals which appear in versions of the
Arthur-Selberg trace formula. This was extended and realized in many cases, mainly by
(Kottwitz [1990, 1992], see Langlands and Ramakrishnan [1992]). It is now often referred
to as the Langlands-Kottwitz method. Langlands also considered the local factor of the
zeta function for an example of a Shimura surface at a prime of bad (non-smooth) reduction
Langlands [1979]. This example was treated carefully and the argument was extended to a
larger class of Shimura varieties by Rapoport and Zink [1982] and by Rapoport [1990]. At
primes of bad reduction, the singularities of the model have to be accounted for; the points
need to be weighted by the semi-simple trace of Frobenius on the sheaf of nearby cycles.
In fact, the Galois action on the nearby cycles can be used to study the local Langlands
correspondence, as in the work of Harris and Taylor [2001]. In relation to this, Scholze
recently extended the Langlands-Kottwitz method so that it can be applied, in principle at
least, to the general case of bad reduction (Scholze [2013]).
1 At least for proper Shimura varieties; in our brief report, we will ignore the issues arising from nonproperness and the extensive body of work on compactifications.
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A starting point of all the above is the existence of a reasonably well-behaved arithmetic
model of the Shimura variety. For some time, such models could only be constructed for
Shimura varieties of PEL type, i.e. those given as moduli spaces of abelian varieties with
additional polarization, endomorphism, and level structures, and over primes at which the
level subgroup is “parahoric” (e.g. Rapoport and Zink [1996]). Recently, due to advances
in p-adic Hodge theory and in our understanding of the underlying group theory, the construction has been extended to most Shimura varieties of “abelian type” (at good reduction
by Kisin [2010], see also earlier work of Vasiu [1999]; at general parahoric level in Kisin
and Pappas [2015]). These Shimura varieties include most cases with G a classical group.
The construction and properties of these models is the subject of our report. There are,
of course, more uses for these in number theory besides in the Langlands program. For
example, one could mention showing Gross-Zagier type formulas via intersection theory
over the integers, or developments in the theory of p-adic automorphic forms. Here, we
view their construction and study as a topic of its own and discuss it independently of
applications.
In fact, there are deep relations and analogies between this subject and the study of
other spaces of interest in number theory, representation theory, and the geometric Langlands program, such as moduli spaces of bundles, or versions of affine Grassmannians and
flag varieties. Increasingly, these connections, especially with the geometric side of Langlands program, are taking center stage. For example, certain p-adically integral models
of homogeneous spaces that appear as subschemes of global (“Beilinson-Drinfeld”) affine
Grassmannians, the so-called “local models”, play an important role. These local models
also appear in the theory of deformations of Galois representations Kisin [2009]. After
first giving some background, we start by discussing local models. We then describe results on arithmetic models of Shimura varieties and their reductions, and finish with an
account of the local theory of Rapoport-Zink formal schemes.
Acknowledgments. I would like to thank my collaborators, especially M. Kisin and
X. Zhu, for making much of the progress reported on here possible, and M. Rapoport
for generously sharing his knowledge over the years.

1

Recollections on p-adic groups

Let G be a connected reductive group over the field of p-adic numbers Qp for a prime
number p. Let Q̄p be an algebraic closure of Qp . We denote by L the p-adic completion
of the maximal unramified extension of Qp in Q̄p and by OL the integers of L. We
will also denote by k = F̄p the algebraically closed residue field of L and by  the
automorphism of L which lifts the Frobenius x 7! x p .
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Recall that g, g 0 2 G(L) are  -conjugate, if there is h 2 G(L) with g 0 = h 1 g(h).
We denote by B(G) the set of  -conjugacy classes of G(L). Recall the functorial surjective homomorphism G (L) : G(L) ! 1 (G)I from Kottwitz [1997]. Here, Gal(L̄/L) '
I  Gal(Q̄p /Qp ) is the inertia subgroup and 1 (G)I the inertia coinvariants of the algebraic fundamental group 1 (G) of G over Q̄p . We denote the kernel of G (L) by G(L)1 .
Let S be a maximal split torus of GL . By Steinberg’s theorem, GL is quasi-split
and the centralizer of S is a maximal torus T of GL . Denote by N the normalizer of
e =W
e G;S = N (L)/T (L)1 is the Iwahori-Weyl group associated to
T . The quotient W
S . It is an extension of the relative Weyl group W0 = N (L)/T (L) by 1 (T )I . Since
1 (T ) = X (T ) (the group of cocharacters of T over L̄), we obtain an exact sequence
e ! W0 ! 1:
1 ! X (T )I ! W
Suppose that fg is the conjugacy class of a cocharacter  : Gm Q̄p ! GQ̄p . Then fg
is defined over the local reflex field E which is a finite extension of Qp contained in Ē =
Q̄p . Denote by OE the integers of E and by kE its residue field. There is a corresponding
homogeneous space GĒ /P 1 which has a canonical model X = X(fg) defined over
E. Here, P denotes the parabolic subgroup that corresponds to the cocharacter .
A pair (G; fg) of a connected reductive group G over Qp , together with a conjugacy
class fg of a cocharacter  as above, is a local Shimura pair,2 if  is minuscule (i.e., for
any root ˛ of GQ̄p , h˛; i 2 f 1; 0; 1g.)
We denote by B(G; Qp ) the (extended) Bruhat-Tits building of G(Qp ) Bruhat and Tits
[1972, 1984] and Tits [1979]. The group G(Qp ) acts on B(G; Qp ) on the left. If Ω is a
subset of B(G; Qp ), we write G(Qp )Ω = fg 2 G(Qp ) j g  y = y; for all y 2 Ωg for
the pointwise fixer of Ω. Similarly, we have the subgroup G(L)Ω of G(L).
By the main result of Bruhat and Tits [1984], if Ω is bounded and contained in an apartment, there is a smooth affine group scheme GΩ over Spec (Zp ) with generic fiber G and
with GΩ (OL ) = G(L)Ω , which is uniquely characterized by these properties. By definiı
ı
tion, the “connected fixer” G(Qp )ıΩ is GΩ
(Zp ); where GΩ
is the connected component of
GΩ : It is a subgroup of finite index in G(Qp )Ω . When Ω = fxg is a point, we simply write
G(Qp )x and G(Qp )ıx . If Ω is an open facet and x 2 Ω, then G(Qp )ıΩ = G(Qp )ıx .
A parahoric subgroup of G(Qp ) is any subgroup which is the connected stabilizer
G(Qp )ıx of some point x in B(G; Qp ) as above. These are open compact subgroups of
G(Qp ). We call Gxı a “parahoric group scheme”.
We now recall some more terms and useful facts (Tits [1979], Haines and Rapoport
[2008]): A point x 2 B(G; Qp ) is hyperspecial, when Gx is reductive; then Gx = Gxı .
Hyperspecial points exist if and only if G is unramified over Qp , i.e. if G is quasi-split
and splits over an unramified extension of Qp . When x is a point in an open alcove,
2 Compare this with the term “local Shimura datum” used in Rapoport and Viehmann [2014]. A local Shimura
datum (G; fg; [b]) also includes the choice of a -conjugacy class [b].
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then the parahoric G(Qp )ıx is called an Iwahori subgroup. Iwahori subgroups exist for
all G. Each maximal open compact subgroup of G(Qp ) contains a parahoric subgroup
with finite index. If the group 1 (G)I has no torsion, then G(Qp )x = G(Qp )ıx , for all
x. Then, all maximal open compact subgroups are parahoric.
Let K = G(Qp )ıx be parahoric and denote by K̃ the corresponding parahoric subgroup
G(L)ıx of G(L); we have K̃ = Gxı (OL ).
Suppose x lies in the apartment associated to S . A choice of an alcove C  B(G; L)
e =W
e G;S with a Bruhat
contained in that apartment provides the Iwahori-Weyl group W
K̃
e = (N (L) \ K̃)/T (L)1 ; which is a subgroup
partial order . Suppose x 2 C and set W
e . The inclusion N (L)  G(L) induces Haines and Rapoport [ibid.] a bijection
of W
∼
e K̃ nW
e /W
e K̃ !
K̃nG(L)/K̃:
W

e K̃ w W
e K̃ . Then [w1 ] 
There is also a partial order  on these double cosets: Set [w] = W
0
0
0
0
[w2 ] if and only if there are w1 2 [w1 ], w2 2 [w2 ], with w1  w2 .
We refer the reader to Pappas, Rapoport, and Smithling [2013] for the definition of the
fg-admissible subset
e K̃ nW
e /W
e K̃ ' K̃nG(L)/K̃
AdmK̃ (fg)  W
of Kottwitz and Rapoport. This is a finite set which has the following property: If [w] 2
AdmK̃ (fg) and [w 0 ]  [w], then [w 0 ] 2 AdmK̃ (fg).
Let us continue with the above set-up. The affine Deligne-Lusztig set XK (fg; b) associated to G, fg, K, and b 2 G(L), is the subset of G(L)/K̃ consisting of those cosets
g K̃ for which g 1 b (g) 2 K̃w K̃, for some [w] 2 AdmK̃ (fg).
If b 0 and b are  -conjugate b 0 = h 1 b (h), then g K̃ 7! hg K̃ gives a bijection
∼
XK (fg; b) ! XK (fg; b 0 ): The group Jb (Qp ) = fj 2 G(L) j j 1 b (j ) = bg
acts on XK (fg; b) by j  g K̃ = jg K̃. Set f = [kE : Fp ]. The identity ΦE (g K̃) =
b (b)     f 1 (b) f (g)K̃ defines a map ΦE : XK (fg; b) ! XK (fg; b).
Our last reminder is of the affine Grassmannian of G. By definition, the affine Grassmanian AffG of G is the ind-projective ind-scheme over Spec (Qp ) which represents (e.g.
Pappas and Rapoport [2008]) the fpqc sheaf associated to the quotient presheaf given by
R 7! G(R((t)))/G(R[[t]]).

2

Local models

Let (G; fg) be a local Shimura pair and K a parahoric subgroup of G(Qp ). Denote by
G the corresponding parahoric group scheme over Spec (Zp ) so that K = G(Zp ) and set
again K̃ = G(OL ). A form of the following appears in Rapoport [2005].
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Conjecture 2.1. There exists a projective and flat scheme MK (G; fg) over Spec (OE )
which supports an action of G ˝Zp OE and is such that:
(i) The generic fiber MK (G; fg) ˝OE E is GE -isomorphic to X ,
(ii) There is a K̃-equivariant bijection between MK (G; fg)(k) and
fg K̃ 2 G(L)/K̃ j K̃g K̃ 2 AdmK̃ (fg)g  G(L)/K̃:
The scheme MK (G; fg) is a local model associated to (G; fg) and K.
We now consider the following “tameness” condition:
(T) The group G splits over a tamely ramified extension of Qp and p does not divide the
order of the fundamental group 1 (G der ) of the derived group.
Under the assumption (T), Conjecture 2.1 is shown in Pappas and Zhu [2013]. The
construction of the local models in Pappas and Zhu [ibid.] is as follows.
(I) We first construct a smooth affine group scheme G over Zp [u] which, among other
properties, satisfies:
1) the restriction of G over Zp [u; u 1 ] is reductive,
2) the base change G ˝Zp [u] Zp , given by u 7! p, is isomorphic to the parahoric group
scheme G.
For this, we use that Zp [u˙1 ] = Zp [u; u 1 ] ! Qp , given by u 7! p, identifies the
étale fundamental group of Zp [u˙1 ] with the tame quotient of the Galois group of Qp ;
our tameness hypothesis enters this way. We first obtain the restriction GjZp [u˙1 ] from its
constant Chevalley form H ˝Zp Zp [u˙1 ] by using, roughly speaking, the “same twist”
that gives G from its constant form H ˝Zp Qp . This is quite straightforward when G
is quasi-split and the twist is given using a diagram automorphism; the general case uses
explicit Azumaya algebras over Zp [u˙1 ]. The extension G to Zp [u] of the reductive group
scheme GjZp [u˙1 ] is then given by generalizing some of the constructions in Bruhat and
Tits [1984] to this two-dimensional set-up.
(II) Consider the functor that sends ' : Zp [u] ! R to the set of isomorphism classes
of pairs (E; ˇ), with E a G-torsor over A1R and ˇ a section of E over Spec (R[u; (u
'(u)) 1 ]). We show that this is represented by an ind-projective ind-scheme (the global
affine Grassmannian, cf. Beilinson and Drinfeld [1996]) AffG;A1 ! A1 = Spec (Zp [u]).
Using the construction of G and Beauville and Laszlo [1994], we obtain an equivariant
isomorphism
∼
AffG ! AffG;A1 ˝Zp [u] Qp
where the base change is given by u 7! p. (The above isomorphism is induced by t 7!
u p, with the notation of Section 1 for AffG .)
(III) Since Gm = Spec (Qp [t; t 1 ]), our cocharacter  defines (t) 2 G(Q̄p ((t))). In
turn, this gives a Q̄p -point [(t)] = (t)G(Q̄p [[t]]) of AffG .
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Since  is minuscule and the conjugacy class fg is defined over E, the orbit
G(Q̄p [[t]])  [(t )]  G(Q̄p ((t)))/G(Q̄p [[t]]) = AffG (Q̄p );
is equal to the set of Q̄p -points of a closed subvariety S of AffG;E := AffG ˝Qp E. The
stabilizer H 1 := G(Q̄p [[t ]]) \ (t)G(Q̄p [[t]])(t ) 1 of [(t )] is the inverse image of
P 1 (Q̄p ) under G(Q̄p [[t ]]) ! G(Q̄p ) given by reduction modulo t. This gives a GE ∼
equivariant isomorphism X ! S which we can use to identify X with S  AffG;E .
Definition 2.2. We define MK (G; fg) to be the (flat, projective) scheme over Spec (OE )
given by the reduced Zariski closure of the image of
∼

∼

X ! S  AffG;E ! AffG;A1 ˝Zp [u] E
in the ind-scheme AffG;A1 ˝Zp [u] OE .
The next includes the main general facts about the structure of MK (G; fg) and can be
extracted from the results of Pappas and Zhu [2013].
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that (T ) holds. The scheme MK (G; fg) of Definition 2.2 satisfies
Conjecture 2.1. In addition:
a) The scheme MK (G; fg) is normal.
b) The geometric special fiber MK (G; fg) ˝OE k is reduced and admits a G ˝Zp korbit stratification by locally closed and smooth strata S[w] , with S[w] (k) ' fg K̃ 2
G(L)/K̃ j [w] = K̃g K̃g; for each [w] 2 AdmK̃ (fg).
c) The closure S [w] of each stratum is normal and Cohen-Macaulay and equal to the
S
union [w 0 ][w] S[w 0 ] ; where  is given by the Bruhat order.
One main ingredient is the proof, by Zhu [2014], of the coherence conjecture of Pappas
and Rapoport [2008]. The coherence conjecture is a certain numerical equality in the
representation theory of (twisted) Kac-Moody groups. Its statement is, roughly speaking,
independent of the characteristic, and so enough to show in the function field case where
more tools are available.
Before Pappas and Zhu [2013], there have been various, often ad hoc, constructions
of local models obtained by using variants of linked Grassmannians (Rapoport and Zink
[1996], Pappas [2000]; see the survey Pappas, Rapoport, and Smithling [2013] and the
references within, and Section 3 below for an example).
An extension of the above construction of local models, to the case G is the restriction
of scalars of a tame group from a wild extension, is given in Levin [2016]. One would
expect that a completely general construction of the local model MK (G; fg) can be given
by using a hypothetical version of the affine Grassmannian in which R 7! G(R[[u]]) is replaced by the functor R 7! G(W (R)). Here W (R) is the ring of p-typical Witt vectors of
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R. (See Section 5 for a related construction when G is reductive.) Such Witt affine Grassmannians are defined in characteristic p by Zhu [2017] (but only “after perfection”) and
further studied by Bhatt and Scholze [2017]; other variations have been used by Scholze.

3

Global theory: Arithmetic models

Let (G; fhg) be a Shimura datum as in the introduction. Define h : GmC ! GC by
h (z) = hC (z; 1). The G(C)-conjugacy class fh g is defined over the reflex field E 
Q̄  C. Write Zs for the maximal subtorus of the center Z(G) which is R-split but which
has no Q-split subtorus and set G c = G/Zs .
Consider a Q-vector space V with a perfect alternating bilinear pairing : V V ! Q.
Set dimQ (V ) = 2g. Let G = GSp(V ; ) be the group of symplectic similitudes and
X = S ˙ the Siegel double space. This is the set of homomorphisms h : S ! GR such
that: (1) The C  -action given by h(R) : C  ! G(R) gives on VR a Hodge structure of
type f( 1; 0); (0; 1)g: VC = V 1:0 ˚V 0; 1 ; and, (2) the form (x; y) 7! (x; h(i )y) on
VR is positive (or negative) definite. The pairs (GSp(V ; ); S ˙ ) give the most important
examples of Shimura data. By Riemann’s theorem, if VZ is a Z-lattice in V , and h 2 S ˙ ,
the quotient torus V 1;0 /VZ is a complex abelian variety of dimension g. This leads
to an interpretation of the Shimura varieties ShK (GSp(V ; ); S ˙ ) as moduli spaces of
(polarized) abelian varieties of dimension g with level structure.
A Shimura datum (G; X ) with X = fhg is of Hodge type, when there is a symplectic space (V ; ) over Q and a closed embedding  : G ,! GSp(V ; ) such that the
composition  ı h lies in the Siegel double space S ˙ . Then, we also have G = G c . In
this case, the Shimura varieties ShK (G; X ) parametrize abelian varieties together with
(absolute) Hodge cycles (see below). A special class of Shimura data of Hodge type are
those of PEL type Kottwitz [1992, §5], Rapoport and Zink [1996, Ch. 6]. For those, the
corresponding Shimura varieties ShK (G; X ) are (essentially) moduli schemes of abelian
varieties together with polarization, endomorphisms and level structure.
A Shimura datum (G; X ) is of abelian type if there is a datum of Hodge type (G1 ; X1 )
and a central isogeny G1der ! G der between derived groups which induces an isomorphism
∼
(G1ad ; X1ad ) ! (G ad ; X ad ). Here, the superscript ad denotes passing to the adjoint group:
ad
If X = fhg, then X ad = fhad g with had the composition of h : S ! GR with GR ! GR
.
Roughly speaking, most Shimura data (G; X ) with G a classical group are of abelian type.
Fix a prime number p and a prime p of the reflex field E above p which is obtained
from an embedding Q̄ ,! Q̄p . Let E be the completion of E at p and set G = GQp . Then
fh g gives a conjugacy class fg of G defined over the local reflex field E and (G; fg)
is a local Shimura pair.
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Fix a parahoric subgroup K = Kp  G(Qp ) = G(Qp ). For any open compact
subgroup K p  G(Apf ) we can consider the Shimura variety ShK (G; X ) over E, where
K = Kp K p  G(Af ).
We now assume that a local model MK (G; fg) as in Conjecture 2.1 is given for
(G; fg) and parahoric K.
Conjecture 3.1. There is a scheme SKp (G; X ) over Spec (OE ) which supports a right
action of G(Apf ) and has the following properties:
a) Any sufficiently small open compact subgroup K p  G(Apf ) acts freely on SKp (G; X ),
and the quotient SK (G; X ) := SKp (G; X )/K p is a scheme of finite type over OE which
extends ShK (G; X ) ˝E E. We have SKp (G; X ) = lim p SKp K p (G; X ) where the limit
K
is over all such K p  G(Apf ).
b) For any discrete valuation ring R  OE of mixed characteristic (0; p), the map
SKp (G; X )(R) ! SKp (G; X )(R[1/p]) is a bijection.
c) There is a smooth morphism of stacks over Spec (OE )
 : SKp (G; X ) ! [(Gc ˝Zp OE )nMK (G; fg)]
which is invariant for the G(Apf )-action on the source and is such that the base change
c
E is given by the canonical principal GE
-bundle over ShKp (G; X ) ˝E E (Milne [1990,
c
III, §3]). Here, we set G = G/Zs , where Zs is the Zariski closure of the central torus
Zs  G in G.
It is important to record that the existence of the smooth  as in (c) implies:
(c’) For each closed point x 2 SKp (G; X ), there is a closed point y 2 MK (G; fg) and
étale neighborhoods Ux ! SKp (G; X ) of x and Vy ! MK (G; fg) of y, which are
isomorphic over OE .
The significance of (c’) is that the singularities of MK (G; fg) control the singularities
of SKp (G; X ), and so, by (a), also of the integral models SK (G; X ) for K = Kp K p , with
K p sufficiently small. In what follows, we will often assume that K p is sufficiently small
without explicitly saying so.
The “extension property” (b) ensures that the special fiber of SKp (G; X ) is sufficiently
large, in particular, it cannot be empty. Unfortunately, it is not clear that properties (a)-(c)
uniquely characterize the schemes SKp (G; X ). We will return to this question later.
Before we give some general results we discuss the illustrative example of the Siegel
Shimura datum (GSp(V ; ); S ˙ ) as in Section 3.
Fix a prime p. Set V = VQp and denote the induced form on V also by . For a Zp lattice Λ in V , its dual is Λ_ = fx 2 V j (x; y) 2 Zp ; for all y 2 Λg: Now choose a
chain of lattices fΛi gi 2Z in V with the following properties: Λi  Λi+1 and Λi m = pΛi ,
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for all i and a fixed “period” m > 0, and Λ_
i = Λ i+a , for all i and (fixed) a = 0 or 1.
The chain fΛi gi 2Z gives rise to a point in the building of G = GSp(V; ) over Qp . The
corresponding parahoric K is the subgroup of all g 2 GSp(V; ) such that gΛi = Λi , for
all i . Every parahoric subgroup of G(Qp ) is obtained from such a lattice chain.
In this case, schemes SK (GSp(V ; ); S ˙ ) that satisfy the conjecture are given by moduli spaces as we will now explain. Recall that the category AV(p) of abelian schemes up
to prime-to-p isogeny has objects abelian schemes and morphisms given by tensoring the
Hom groups by Z(p) . We consider the functor which associates to a Zp -algebra R the set
of isomorphism classes of m-tuples f(Ai ; ˛i ; ˜; )gi 2Z/mZ where (see Rapoport and Zink
[1996, Ch. 6] for details):
1) Ai are up to prime-to-p isogeny projective abelian schemes over R,
2) ˛i : Ai ! Ai+1 are isogenies of height logp ([Λi+1 : Λi ]) in AV(p) such that the
compositions ˛r+m 1    ˛r+1 ˛r = p, for all 0  r < m,
∼
3) ˜ is a set of isomorphisms fi : Ai ! A_i+a gi 2Z/mZ in AV(p) which are compatible with ˛i , and is a Z
(p) -homogeneous polarization,
4)  is a prime-to-p level structure of type K p on f(Ai ; ˛i ; ˜)gi .
When K p  G(Apf ) is sufficiently small, this functor is represented by a scheme
SKK p (GSp(V ; ); S ˙ ) over Zp . The limit over K p is easily seen to satisfy (a) while (b)
follows from the Néron-Ogg-Shafarevich criterion for good reduction of abelian varieties.
Next, we discuss (c).
For a Zp -algebra R, set Λi;R := Λi ˝Zp R and denote by ai;R : Λi;R ! Λi+1;R the
map induced by the inclusion Λi ! Λi+1 and by ( ; )i : Λi;R  Λ i+a;R ! R the perfect
R-bilinear pairing induced by since Λ_
i = Λ i +a .
A result of Görtz [2003] implies that, in this case, the local model MK (G; fg) of
Pappas and Zhu [2013] represents the functor which sends a Zp -algebra R to the set of
sequences fFi gi2Z , where: Fi  Λi;R is an R-submodule which is Zariski locally a direct
summand of Λi;R of rank g, and, for all i , we have: ai (Fi )  Fi +1 , (Fi ; F i +a )i = 0, and
Fi m = pFi  pΛi;R = Λi m;R .
The morphism  is defined by first showing that the “crystalline” system of modules,
homomorphisms and pairings, obtained by applying the Dieudonné functor to f(Ai ; ˛i ; i )g,
is locally isomorphic to the corresponding “Betti” system given by the lattice chain fΛi g
and . Then,  sends f(Ai ; ˛i ; ˜; )g to Fi given by the Hodge filtration of Ai . It is
smooth since, by Grothendieck-Messing theory, deformations of an abelian variety are
determined by lifts of its Hodge filtration. This argument first appeared in de Jong [1993]
and Deligne and Pappas [1994]. It extends to most PEL type cases Rapoport and Zink
[1996]. In general, we need a different approach which we explain next.
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We now discuss general results. Assume that p is odd and that (T ) holds. Assume
also that the local models MK (G; fg) are as defined in Pappas and Zhu [2013]. The next
result is shown in Kisin and Pappas [2015], following earlier work of Kisin [2010].
Theorem 3.2. (i) Assume that (G; X ) is of abelian type. Then Conjecture 3.1 with (c)
replaced by (c’), is true for (G; X ) and K.
(ii) Assume that (G; X ) is of Hodge type and that the parahoric subgroup K is equal
to the stabilizer of a point in the Bruhat-Tits building of G. Then Conjecture 3.1 is true
for (G; X ) and K.
Let us try to explain some ideas in the proofs.
We will first discuss (ii). So, the Shimura datum (G; X ) is of Hodge type and the
parahoric subgroup K  G(Qp ) is the stabilizer of a point z in the building B(G; Qp ),
i.e. the stabilizer group scheme is already connected, G = Gz = Gzı .
After adjusting the symplectic representation  : G ,! GSp(V ; ) which gives the
Hodge embedding, we can find a Zp -lattice Λ  V = VQp on which takes Zp -integral
values, such that  induces
1) a closed group scheme embedding Zp : G = Gz ,! GL(Λ); and
2) an equivariant closed embedding  : MK (G; fg) ,! Gr(g; Λ_ ) ˝Zp OE :
Here Gr(g; Λ_ ) is the Grassmannian over Zp with R-points given by R-submodules
F  Λ_
R which are locally direct summands of rank g = dimQ (V )/2. Finding Λ is subtle
and uses that the representation  is minuscule.
Choose a Z-lattice VZ  V such that VZ(p) := VZ ˝Z Z(p) = V \ Λ. We can now
find fs˛ g˛  VZ˝(p)  V ˝ such that the functor
R 7! GZ(p) (R) = fg 2 GL(VZ(p) ˝Z(p) R) j g  s˛ = s˛ ; for all ˛g
gives the unique flat group scheme GZ(p) over Z(p) that extends both G and G. Here,
L
V ˝ := r;s0 (V ˝r ˝ (V _ )˝s ), similarly for VZ˝(p) .
Now fix K p  G(Apf ) small enough so, in particular, VẐ := VZ ˝Z Ẑ is stable by the
action of K p ; then VẐ is K = KK p -stable also. We can find K 0p  GSp(V )(Apf ) such
that  gives a closed embedding
 : ShKK p (G; X ) ,! ShKp0 K 0p (GSp(V ); S ˙ ) ˝Q E;
where Kp0 is the subgroup of GSp(V; ) that stabilizes the lattice Λ, and such that VẐ is
also stable by the action of K0 = Kp0 K 0p .
We define SKK p (G; X ) to be the normalization of the reduced Zariski closure of the
image of E in the integral model SKp0 K 0p (GSp(V ); S ˙ ) ˝Zp OE (which is a moduli
scheme, as in Section 3) and set SK (G; X ) := lim p SKK p (G; X ). Checking property
K
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(a) is straightforward and (b) follows from the Néron-Ogg-Shafarevich criterion for good
reduction. The hard work is in showing (c).
Since VẐ is stable by the action of K0 , which is sufficiently small, we have a universal
abelian scheme over ShK0 (GSp(V ); S ˙ ) which we can restrict via  to obtain an abelian
scheme A over ShK (G; X ). By construction, the tensors s˛ above give sections s˛;B of the
local system of Q-vector spaces over ShK (G; X )(C) with fibers H1B (Av (C); Q)˝ given
using the first Betti (singular) cohomology of the fibers Av (C) of the universal abelian
variety. These are “Hodge cycles” in the sense that they are of type (0; 0) for the induced
Hodge structure on H1B (A(C); Q)˝ . We are going to chase these around using various
comparison isomorphisms.
Let   E be a field with an embedding  : ¯ ,! C over E of its algebraic closure. Suppose x 2 ShK (G; X )() and let Ax be the corresponding abelian variety over
. There are comparison isomorphisms H1B (Ax (C); Q) ˝Q C ' H1dR (Ax ) ˝; C, and
H1B (Ax (C); Q) ˝Q Ql ' H1et (Ax ˝ ¯; Ql ); for any prime l. Set s˛;B;x be the fiber of
s˛;B over the complex point (x) and denote by s˛;dR;x , s˛;et;x , the images of s˛;B;x under
these isomorphisms. The tensors s˛;et;x are independent of the embedding , are fixed by
the action of Gal(¯
 /), and it follows from Deligne’s “Hodge implies absolute Hodge”
theorem that s˛;dR;x lie in H1dR (Ax )˝ and, in fact, in F 0 (H1dR (Ax )˝ ) (Kisin [2010]).
For l = p, the corresponding Gal(¯
 /)-invariant tensors (“Tate cycles”) s˛;et;x lie in
the lattice H1et (Ax ˝ ¯; Zp )˝ = Tp (Ax )˝ , where Tp (Ax ) is the p-adic Tate module
lim (Ax ˝ ¯)[p n ]. In order to control the local structure of SKK p (G; X ) and eventually
n
relate it to MK (G; fg), we need to employ some form of crystalline deformation theory
and so we also have to understand the “crystalline realization” of our tensors. Assume
that  = F is a finite extension of E and that the abelian variety Ax has good reduction.
Then we obtain an OF -valued point x̃ of SKK p (G; X ) that extends x and reduces to x̄.
A key point is to show that the Tate cycles s˛;et;x for l = p give, via the étale/crystalline
comparison, corresponding “nice” integral crystalline cycles s˛;cris;x̄ 2 D(Ax̄ )˝ on the
Dieudonné module D(Ax̄ ) of the abelian variety Ax̄ over the residue field of F . For this
we need a suitably functorial construction that relates crystalline p-adic Galois representations of Gal(F¯ /F ) to Frobenius semilinear objects integrally, and without restriction on
the absolute ramification of F . This is provided by the theory of Breuil-Kisin modules
Kisin [2009, 2010].
Let F0 be the maximal unramified extension of Qp contained in F . Denote by W0 the
ring of integers of F0 and by ' : W0 [[u]] ! W0 [[u]] the lift of Frobenius with '(u) = up .
Choose a uniformizer  of F which is a root of an Eisenstein polynomial E(u) 2 W0 [u].
A Breuil-Kisin module (M; Φ) is a finite free W0 [[u]]-module M with an isomorphism
∼
Φ : '  (M)[1/E(u)] ! M[1/E(u)], where '  (M) := W0 [[u]] ˝';W0 [[u]] M. Kisin has
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constructed a fully faithful tensor functor T 7! M(T ) from the category of Gal(F¯ /F )stable Zp -lattices in crystalline Qp -representations to the category of Breuil-Kisin modules.
Now let T _ = HomZp (T; Zp ) be the linear dual of the p-adic Tate module T =
Tp (Ax ). Then there are natural isomorphisms Kisin [2009]
'  (M(T _ )/uM(T _ )) ' D(Ax̄ );

'  (M(T _ )) ˝W0 [[u]];u7! OF ' H1dR (Ax̃ ):

Applying Kisin’s functor to the Tate cycles s˛;et;x gives Frobenius invariant tensors s̃˛ 2
M(Tp (Ax )_ )˝ . By using the isomorphism above, these give the crystalline cycles s˛;cris;x̄ 2
D(Ax̄ )˝ . The main result now is:
Theorem 3.3. There is a W0 [[u]]-linear isomorphism
∼

ˇ : Λ_ ˝Zp W0 [[u]] ! M(Tp (Ax )_ )
such that ˇ ˝ takes s˛ ˝ 1 to s̃˛ , for all ˛.
In addition to the properties of Kisin’s functor, the important input in the proof is the
statement that all G-torsors over Spec (W0 [[u]]) f(0; 0)g are trivial. This uses crucially
that G = Gzı is parahoric.
Using ˇ and the above, we obtain isomorphisms
∼

ˇdR : Λ_ ˝Zp OF ! H1dR (Ax̃ );

∼

ˇcris : Λ_ ˝Zp W0 ! D(Ax̄ );

˝
˝
(s˛ ˝ 1) = s˛;cris;x̄ 3 .The inverse image
(s˛ ˝ 1) = s˛;dR;x̃ , resp. ˇcris
such that ˇdR

ˇdR1 (F 0 (Ax̃ ))  Λ_ ˝Zp OF
of the deRham filtration F 0 (Ax̃ ) = H0 (Ax̃ ; Ω1Ax̃ /OF )  H1dR (Ax̃ ) now gives an OF point of the Grassmannian Gr(g; Λ_ ). This is easily seen to factor through  to the local
model MK (G; fg) and defines the image of  on x̃ 2 SK (G; X )(OF ).
Next, we use ˇ to construct a versal deformation of the abelian scheme Ax̃ over the
bM (G;fg);ȳ of the local ring of MK (G; fg) at ȳ = (x̄). This deforcompletion S = O
K
mation is equipped with Frobenius invariant crystalline tensors that appropriately extend
s̃˛ . It is constructed using Zink’s theory of displays Zink [2002]. In this, (connected)
p-divisible groups over a p-adic ring S are described by “displays”, which are systems
of Frobenius modules over the ring of Witt vectors W (S ). In our case, we give a display over W (S ) whose Frobenius semilinear maps are, roughly speaking, valued in the
3 In the case that K is hyperspecial and F = F , the existence of such an isomorphism ˇ
0
cris was conjectured
by Milne and was shown by Kisin [2010] and Vasiu [2013].
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group scheme G. Our construction is inspired by the idea that the local model MK (G; fg)
should also appear inside a Witt affine Grassmannian (see Section 2 and also Section 5 for
a similar construction).
Finally, using a result of Blasius and Wintenberger and parallel transport for the GaussbS (G;X );x̄ which
Manin connection, we show that there exists a homomorphism S ! O
K
matches x̃ and ỹ and then has to be an isomorphism. Property (c’) and then (c) follows.
To deal with the case that (G; X ) is of abelian type, we follow Deligne’s strategy
Deligne [1979] for constructing canonical models for these types. Deligne relates a connected component of the Shimura variety for (G; X ) to one of the Hodge type (G1 ; X1 )
(as in the definition of abelian type above). In this, he uses an action of G ad (Q)\G ad (R)+
on these varieties. The argument extends after giving a moduli interpretation for this action. Then, SK (G; X ) is constructed, by first taking a quotient of a connected component
of SK1 (G1 ; X1 ) by a finite group action (which is shown to be free), and then “inducing”
from that quotient.
The strategy for these proofs is due to Kisin [2010] who showed the results when K is
hyperspecial (i.e. G is reductive). Then MK (G; fg) is the natural smooth model of the
homogeneous space X and SK (G; X ) is smooth over OE . (The condition on 1 (G der )
is not needed then. Also, the case p = 2 is treated by Kim and Madapusi Pera [2016].)
In this important hyperspecial case, the integral models SK (G; X ) can be shown to be
“canonical”, in the sense of Milne: They can be characterized as the unique, up to isomorphism, regular, formally smooth schemes that satisfy (a), (c’), and an extension property
stronger than (b) in which Spec (R) is replaced by any regular, formally smooth scheme
over OE (see Kisin [2010], Vasiu and Zink [2010]). Hence, they are also independent
of the various choices made in their construction. It is unclear if schemes satisfying (a),
(b) and (c) as in the conjecture, with MK (G; fg) given a priori, are uniquely determined
in the general parahoric case. In Kisin and Pappas [2015], we show this in a few cases.
Regardless, we conjecture that the schemes SK (G; X ) produced by the above results are
independent of the choices made in their construction.
In the hyperspecial case, there is also earlier work of Vasiu [1999] who pursued a different approach (see also Moonen [1998]). Vasiu applied directly an integral comparison homomorphism between p-adic étale cohomology and crystalline cohomology due to
Faltings, to understand carefully chosen crystalline tensors of low degree that should be
enough to control the group.
Let us note here that, in contrast to all the previous theory, there are few results when
K is a subgroup smaller than parahoric, even in PEL cases: When K is the pro-p radical
of an Iwahori subgroup, combining the above with results of Oort-Tate or Raynaud on
p-torsion group schemes, often leads to well-behaved models (Pappas [1995], Haines and
Rapoport [2012]). Also, when the deformation theory is controlled by a formal group (or
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“O-module”) of dimension 1 (as is in the case of modular curves) the notion of Drinfeld
level structure can be used to describe integral models for all level subgroups (Katz and
Mazur [1985], Harris and Taylor [2001]).

4 Reductions: Singularities and points
Singularities: Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification and nearby cycles. To fix ideas, we assume that the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 (ii) are satisfied so that the result applies. In
particular, (G; X ) is of Hodge type. Set S := SK (G; X ), M := MK (G; fg), S :=
Spec (OE ) and d := dim(ShK (G; X )).
Since the morphism  is smooth, Theorem 2.3 implies that special fiber S ˝OE kE is
reduced, and that we obtain a stratification of S ˝OE F̄p by locally closed smooth strata
S[w] = K1 (S[w] ), for [w] 2 AdmK̃ (fg). Furthermore:
Theorem 4.1. For each [w] 2 AdmK̃ (fg), the Zariski closure S [w] is equal to the union
S
[w 0 ][w] S[w 0 ] and is normal and Cohen-Macaulay.
Now pick a prime l ¤ p and consider the complex of nearby cycles RΨ(S; Q̄l ) of
S ! S on S ˝OE F̄p . This is obtained from the nearby cycles RΨ(M; Q̄l ) of M ! S
by pulling back along the smooth . Set f = [kE : Fp ] and q = p f . For each r  1, the
semi-simple trace of Rapoport [1990] defines a function
K;r

: S(Fq r ) ! Q̄l ;

K;r (x̄)

= Trss (Frobx̄ ; RΨ(S; Q̄l )x̄ ):

The smoothness of  and G, and Lang’s lemma, gives that

K;r

factors through

K (Fq r ) : S(Fq r ) ! G(Fq r )nMK (G; fg)(Fq r ):
Denote by Qpn the unramified extension of Qp of degree n contained in L; let Zpn '
W (Fpn ) be its integers. Set Kr = G(Zq r ). If G is quasi-split over Qq r , then we have a
bijection G(Fq r )nMK (G; fg)(Fq r ) Š Kr nG(Qq r )/Kr ; and so the map K (Fq r ) gives
K;r : S(Fq r ) ! Kr nG(Qq r )/Kr :

By combining results of Pappas and Zhu [2013] on RΨ(M; Q̄l ) with the above, we
obtain:
Theorem 4.2. a) Suppose that G splits over the finite extension F /Qp . Then the inertia
subgroup IEF  Gal(Q̄p /EF ) acts unipotently on RΨ(S; Q̄l ).
b) Suppose that G is quasi-split over Qq r . Then the semi-simple trace of Frobenius
r;K : S(Fq r ) ! Q̄l is a composition
S(Fq r )

K;r

! Kr nG(Qq r )/Kr

z;r

! Q̄l
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where z;r is in the center of the Hecke algebra Q̄l [Kr nG(Qq r )/Kr ] with multiplication
by convolution.
c) Suppose that G is split over Qq r . Then in (b) above, we can take z;r such that
d /2
q
z;r is a Bernstein function for .
Part (c) has been conjectured by Kottwitz, see Rapoport [2005, (10.3)] and also work
of Haines [2014] for more details and an extension of the conjecture. Let us mention that
the study of RΨ(M; Q̄l ) in Pappas and Zhu [2013] (as also the proof of Theorem 2.3),
uses techniques from the theory of the geometric Langlands correspondence. The “Hecke
central” statement was first shown by Gaitsgory for split groups over function fields Gaitsgory [2001], and by Haines and Ngô for unramified unitary and symplectic groups Haines
and Ngô [2002]. Gaitsgory’s result was, in turn, inspired by Kottwitz’s conjecture.
Points modulo p. Under certain assumptions, Langlands and Rapoport gave a conjectural description of the set of F̄p -points of a model of a Shimura variety together with
its actions by Frobenius and Hecke operators Langlands and Rapoport [1987]. The idea,
very roughly, is as follows (see also Langlands [1976], Kottwitz [1992]). Since, as suggested by Deligne, most Shimura varieties are supposed to be moduli spaces of certain
motives, we should be describing this set via representations of the fundamental groupoid
attached to the Tannakian category of motives over F̄p . A groupoid Q which should be
this fundamental groupoid (and almost is, assuming the Tate conjecture and other standard conjectures) can be constructed explicitly. Then “G-pseudo-motives” are given by
groupoid homomorphisms ' : Q ! G. The choice of the domain X imposes restrictions,
and we should be considering only ' which are “admissible”. Then, we also give p and
prime-to-p level structures on these ', as we do for abelian varieties.
The Langlands–Rapoport conjecture was corrected, modified and extended along the
way (Reimann [1997] and Kisin [2017]). The conjecture makes better sense when it refers
to a specific integral model of the Shimura variety ShK (G; X ). When K is hyperspecial,
p odd, and (G; X ) of abelian type, an extended version of the conjecture was essentially
proven (with a caveat, see below) by Kisin [2017], for the canonical integral models constructed in Kisin [2010]. In fact, the conjecture also makes sense when K is parahoric, for
the integral models of Kisin and Pappas [2015]. More precisely, let us suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied and that SK (G; X ) is provided by the construction
in the proof.
Conjecture 4.3. There is a hΦE i  G(Apf )-equivariant bijection
(LR)

∼

SK (G; X )(F̄p ) !

G

[']

lim

Kp

I' (Q)n(Xp (')  (X p (')/K p ))

where ΦE is the Frobenius over kE and the rest of the notations and set-up follow Rapoport
[2005, §9], Kisin [2017, (3.3)] (taking into account the remark (3.3.9) there).
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In particular: The disjoint union is over a set of equivalence classes ['] of admissible
' : Q ! G, where one uses Kisin’s definition of “admissible” for non simply connected
derived group. (The classes ['] often correspond to isogeny classes of abelian varieties
with additional structures.) We have I' = Aut('), an algebraic group over Q. The
set X p (') is a right G(Apf )-torsor and the set Xp (') can be identified with the affine
Deligne-Lusztig set XK (f 1 g; b) for b 2 G(L) obtained from '. The group I' (Q) acts
on X p (') on the left, and there is an injection I' (Q) ! Jb (Qp ) which also produces a
left action on Xp (') = XK (f 1 g; b); the quotient is by the diagonal action.
Theorem 4.4. (Kisin [ibid.]) Assume that K is hyperspecial, p odd, and (G; X ) of abelian
type. Then there is a bijection as in (LR) respecting the action of hΦE i  G(Apf ) on both
sides, but with the action of I' (Q) on Xp (')  (X p (')/K p ) obtained from the natural
diagonal action above by conjugating by a (possibly trivial) element (') 2 I'ad (Af ).
Due to lack of space, we will omit an account of any of the beautiful and subtle arguments in Kisin’s proof, or in related earlier work by Kottwitz [1992] and others. We hope
that the interested reader will consult the original papers. Let us just mention here that
Zhou [2017] has recently made some progress towards the proof of Conjecture 4.3.

5

Local theory: Formal schemes

We now return to the local set-up as in Section 1. Let (G; fg) be a local Shimura pair
and [b] 2 B(G) a -conjugacy class. Fix a parahoric subgroup K  G(Qp ) and assume
that the local model MK (G; f 1 g) is defined.
Conjecture 5.1. There exists a formal scheme XK (fg; b) over Spf(OE ) with Jb (Qp )action, which is locally formally of finite type, and is such that:
a) There is a hΦE i  Jb (Qp )-equivariant bijection between XK (fg; b)(F̄p ) and the
affine Deligne-Lusztig set XK (fg; b).
b) For any v 2 XK (fg; b), there is w 2 MK (G; f 1 g)(F̄p ) such that the completion
of XK (fg; b) at the point corresponding to v via (a) is isomorphic to the completion of
MK (G; f 1 g) at w.
Assuming XK (fg; b) exists, we let XK (fg; b) be its underlying reduced scheme
which is locally of finite type over Spec (kE ). (Then XK (fg; b) could be called an affine
Deligne-Lusztig “variety”.) Its “perfection” XK (fg; b)perf , has been constructed by Zhu
[2017], using a Witt vector affine flag variety.
The rigid fiber
XK (fg; b)rig over E would be the local Shimura variety for (G; fg; [b]) and level K
whose existence is expected by Rapoport and Viehmann [2014].
Let us take G = GLn , d (z) = diag(z; : : : ; z; 1; : : : ; 1) 1 , with d copies of z, and
K = GLn (Zp ). For simplicity, set W = W (F̄p ). The formal schemes XGLn :=
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XK (fd g; b) were constructed by Rapoport and Zink [1996]: Fix a p-divisible group H0
of height n and dimension d over F̄p with Frobenius F = b   on the rational Dieudonné
ˆ Zp W represents (Rapoport and Zink [ibid., Themodule. Then the formal scheme XGLn ˝
orem 2.16]) the functor which sends a W -algebra R with p nilpotent on R, to the set
of isomorphism classes of pairs (H;  ), where: H is a p-divisible group over R, and
 : H0 ˝k R/pR Ü H ˝R R/pR is a quasi-isogeny. The formal scheme XGLn over
Spf(Zp ) is obtained from this by descent. This construction of XK (fg; b) generalizes to
(G; fg) that are of “EL” or “PEL” type, for many parahoric K; these types are defined
similarly to (and often arise from) global Shimura data (G; X ) of PEL type.
The models SK (G; X ) of Conjecture 3.1 and the formal schemes XK (fg; b) above,
should be intertwined via the bijection (LR) as follows:
Suppose that (G; X ) is a Shimura datum which produces the local Shimura pair (G; f 1 g).
Take x̄ 2 SK (G; X )(F̄p ) with corresponding b 2 G(L). Then, there should be a morphism of Spf(OE )–formal schemes
ix̄ : XK (fg; b)  G(Apf )/K p ! b
S K (G; X ) := lim SK (G; X ) ˝OE OE /(p n );
n

which, on F̄p -points is given by (LR) and surjects on the “isogeny class” ['0 ] of x̄, and
induces isomorphisms on the formal completions at closed points.
An interesting special case is when the -conjugacy class [b] is basic (Kottwitz [1997]).
Then the image Z of ix̄ should be closed in the special fiber of SK (G; X ) and ix̄ should
be giving a “p-adic uniformization” (cf. Rapoport and Zink [1996])
(U )

∼

S K (G; X )/Z ;
I'0 (Q)nXK (fg; b)  (G(Apf )/K p ) ! b

of the completion of SK (G; X ) along Z.
Assume that (G; X ) is of Hodge type and that the rest of the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 (ii) are also satisfied. Then we can hope to construct XK (fg; b) using the model
SK (G; X ) as follows: First consider the fiber product
ˆ Z p OE
(XGSp  1)˝
# ix̄

b
ˆ Zp OE ;
S K (G; X ) ! b
S K0 (GSp(V ); S ˙ )˝
F
#

!

where  is an appropriate Hodge embedding as in Kisin [2010], or Kisin and Pappas [2015],
and XGSp is the Rapoport-Zink formal scheme for the symplectic PEL type. Then, provided we have the set map XK (fg; b) ! SK (G; X )(F̄p ) sending 1  K̃ to x̄ (as predicted
by the (LR) conjecture), we can define XK (fg; b) to be the formal completion of F
along the (closed) subset given by XK (fg; b). The existence of the “uniformization”
morphism ix̄ follows immediately. Howard and the author applied this idea to show:
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Theorem 5.2. (Howard and Pappas [2017]) Assume p ¤ 2, (G; X ) is of Hodge type
and K is hyperspecial. Choose a Hodge embedding , a lattice Λ, and tensors fs˛ g˛ , as
in the proof of Theorem 3.2 (ii). Suppose x̄ 2 SK (G; X )(F̄p ) and b are as above. Then,
XK (fg; b) satisfying Conjecture 5.1 can be defined as above, and only depends, up to
isomorphism, on (G; fg; b; K) and Zp : G ! GL(Λ).
For basic [b], the uniformization (U ) also follows. In the above result, the formal
ˆ OE W represents a functor on the category of formally finitely genscheme XK (fg; b)˝
erated adic W -algebras (A; I ) which are formally smooth over W /(p m ), for some m  1
as follows. Set H0 for the p-divisible group Ax̄ [p 1 ]. We send (A; I ) to the set of
isomorphism classes of triples (H; ; ft˛ g˛ ), where H is a p-divisible group over A,
 : H0 ˝k A/(p; I ) Ü H ˝A A/(p; I ) is a quasi-isogeny, and t˛ are (Frobenius invariant) sections of the Dieudonné crystal D(H )˝ . We require that the pull-backs   (t˛ )
agree in D(H0 ˝k A/(p; I ))˝ [1/p] with the constant sections given by s˛;crys;x̄ , and also
some more properties listed in Howard and Pappas [ibid., (2.3.3), (2.3.6)]. For K hyperspecial, a different, local, construction of the formal scheme XK (fg; b) (still only for
“local Hodge types”) first appeared in work of Kim [2013].
In some cases, we can also give XK (fg; b) directly, by using a group theoretic version
of Zink’s displays. Assume that K is hyperspecial, so G is reductive over Zp . Set GW =
G ˝Zp W and pick  : GmW ! GW in our conjugacy class. Set L+ G, resp. LG, for the
“positive Witt loop” group scheme, resp. “Witt loop” ind-group scheme, representing R 7!
G(W (R)), resp. R 7! G(W (R)[1/p]). Let H be the subgroup scheme of L+ GW with
R-points given by g 2 G(W (R)) whose projection g0 2 G(R) lands in the R-points of the
parabolic subgroup scheme P  GW associated to . We can define a homomorphism
ΦG; : H ! L+ GW such that ΦG; (h) = F  ((p)  h  (p) 1 ) in G(W (R)[1/p]),
with F given by the Frobenius W (R) ! W (R) (Bueltel and Pappas [2017]). Let R be a
p-nilpotent W -algebra. Set
X0G (R) = f(U; g) 2 L+ G(R)  LG(R) j g

1

()

bF (g) = U (p)g/H (R);

where () is taken in LG(R) and the quotient is for the action given by
(U; g)  h = (h

1

U ΦG; (h); gh):

Denote by XG the étale sheaf associated to R 7! X0G (R).
If R is perfect, then F is an isomorphism and W (R) is p-torsion free, so a pair (U; g)
with g 1 bF (g) = U (p) is determined by g. Then
X0G (R) = fg 2 LG(R)/L+ G(R) j g

1

bF (g) 2 L+ G(R) (p)L+ G(R)g:

In particular, XG (F̄p ) = X0G (F̄p ) Š XK (fg; b) and the perfection of XG agrees with the
space XK (fg; b)perf of Zhu [2017]. If XG is representable by a formal scheme, then this
ˆ OE W .
satisfies Conjecture 5.1 and gives XK (fg; b)˝
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Theorem 5.3. (Bueltel and Pappas [2017]) Let Zp : G ,! GLn be a closed group
scheme embedding. Suppose Zp ı  is minuscule and Zp (b) has no zero slopes. Then
the restriction of XG to Noetherian p-nilpotent W -algebras is represented by a formal
scheme which is formally smooth and locally formally of finite type over Spf(W ).
The proof also gives that, if XK (fg; b) is defined as in Theorem 5.2 and Zp (b) has no
zero slopes, then XG (R) = XK (fg; b)(R); for R Noetherian. Hence, then XK (fg; b)
of Theorem 5.2 is independent of Zp .
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